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Escudo nacional de guatemala para colorear

A collection of the best Patrios characters for drawing wallpapers and backgrounds available for free download. Let's start first with the pieces of the shield and then delve into the meaning of each one, so that so you can understand why their choice, inclusion and location as part of the shield of this Central
American country. In Guatemala, one of the patriotic symbols is the coat of arms used to identify the country. It is now one of the most distinctive elements of the Guatemalan flag. The history of Guatemala's coat of arms. The author of the information. You can offer a description of this album and ... Tags:
Shield drawings to color. Nenhum commented: Postar Umm comment. See more ideas about Patriot symbols, Symbols, Coloring Figures. Comparison is not Twitter Compartilhar no Facebook Compartilhar com or Pinterest. Its colors should always be blue and white, whose stripes go vertically and are the
same width; White should go in the middle and blue at the ends. Posted by Gabriel at 00:01:00. We hope you enjoy our growing collection of HD images to use as a background or home screen for your smartphone or computer. Which you can download to your computer as many times as you want to be
able to print it out. On our website with a search button you will find other great free coloring books. You can use the Savior Flag to draw images for your website, blog, or share them on social media. 20-March 2015 - Explore the Patrios characters maguicub board on Pinterest. Please contact us if you
want to publish the month of Patrio color wallpaper on our website. Guatemala Arms - Coat Guatemala Animated is a high-resolution transparent image of PNG. Labels: Images of Independence. This will greatly help children learn about the colors of Guatemala on its various national emblems. Images of
patriotic symbols of Guatemala for coloring You can click on the images and then download and print them out. For the little ones in the house who learn about this Guatemalan patriotic emblem, we bring you guatemalan's coat of arms in color. 12-sep-2019 - Explore KathyRittscher's Guate Patriot Symbols
board on Pinterest. Stop looking! Flag savior draw. Email BlogThis! It was originally created by the conservative government of General Rafael Carrera and Turcio. A collection of the best months of Patrio Color wallpapers and backgrounds are available for free download. It was established on February 20
as the day of Tekon Uman, a national hero. Parts and meaning of the National Shield of Guatemala Parts of the National Shield of Guatemala. I'm celebrating independence - The Coat of Arms of Guatemala. Guatemala's coat of arms is the emblem and the highest insignia of the Republic of Guatemala
along with the national flag and has undergone changes even before the creation of the Republic on March 21, 1847. See more ideas about Patrios Symbols, Guatemala Patriot Symbols, Symbols. Here is a selection of 23 interesting and top-flag savior for the draw of the collection. Please contact us if you
would like to publish Simbolos Patrios to draw wallpapers on our website. 10-sep-2017 - Explore Guatemala's advice from editorial1906, which 166 people follow on Pinterest. The result of the image for the Peruvian coloring of the shieldRising the coloring of the shield . Share. You can also test our
resources to adapt to the current situation. Read more about Patrios Symbols, Guatemala Patriot Symbols, Guatemala. 1334, March 22, 1960. Children will be able to paint the flag by learning more about the country of Guatemala. This is a very clean transparent background image and its resolution is
600x600,... We hope you enjoy our growing collection of HD images to use as a background or home screen for your smartphone or computer. Guatemala's coat of arms will paint a Guatemalan coloring shield. Pedro Arnoldo Cruz Sunu, art of Guatemala. Hotel Warari Cusco, February 28 Celebrates,
Mirandes vs. Villarreal, Mamon Macho Tree, Insulin Tree, Spanish Mediterranean Coast, Olive or Olive, Legend of the Short Salamanca, Phrases named Florence, Spanish First Division 2019 20, University of the Basque Country Location, Plaza de Armas de Arequipa De Noche, As No Amart, Barcelona
Real Sociedad Elise, Flor , News from Canada, Old Bell Mill, Crime - Karaoke, View from the Night Plane, Country of Spain, Bullfighting Malting Animals, What Means Achievement, Recreio Two Climate Bandeirantes, Verdi Shop Online, Plaza De Toros Las Ventas, La Calera, Cordoba Turismo, Rcd
Espanyol Wiki, Playas De Mykonos Photos, Lemon Fruits or Vegetables, Https Nom_del_servei Nom_del_servei , Salzburg, When playing Real Madrid in the Spanish league, description Lynx, (Photo: David Rojas) In Guatemala one of the patriotic symbols is the coat of arms used to identify the country. It
is now one of the most distinctive elements of the Guatemalan flag. The history of the coat of arms of Guatemala In 1871, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Guatemala's independence, President Miguel Garcia Granados asked the Mint for the celebration. For this reason, the Swiss engraver Juan
Bautista Frehner designed the coat of arms. In the original shield, zelzal looked back compared to the current version. Another distinguishing feature that was later changed was that there was a tape that joined the two branches of the bay. The President was so pleased with the result that in November of
that year he announced his coat of arms (Photo: Miguel A. Alvarez) Decree No. 33 of November 18, 1871 establishes the following characteristics of Guatemala's national shield: two Remington rifles used during the liberal revolution of 1871. Two non-enemy gold swords are crossed as a symbol of justice
and sovereignty. The weapon is connected with the laurel branches, the symbol of victory. The center is covered with parchment containing the legend in the golden letters Liberty on September 15, 1821. At the top of the parchment is ketzal, Guatemala's national bird. It serves as a symbol of freedom,
independence and autonomy of the nation. Finally, all of the above is presented against a clear celestial background. (Photo: Wikipedia) Previous shields 1823-1838 approved under Decree No. 29 of August 21, 1823, Guatemala adopted a shield within the United Provinces of Central America. (Photo:
Wikipedia) 1825-1843 In accordance with Legislative Decree No. 30 of January 20, 1825, Guatemala adopted its own state shield. (Photo: Wikipedia) 1843-1851 Then, on November 14, 1843, a new decree was issued to make a more aesthetic shield. (Photo: Wikipedia) 1851-1858 On March 14, 1851,
another decree was issued to change the shield again. (Photo: Wikipedia) 1858-1871 Executive Order of May 31, 1858 created this national shield. Then, for 13 years, the use of this symbol remained until the victory of the Liberal Revolution on June 30, 1871. (Photo: Wikipedia) Subsequently, the current
design was made, which got rid of colors and conservative symbolism. Medina, K. (2011). The legal analysis of the crime of abuse of national symbols is regulated in Guatemalan criminal law. University of San Carlos Guatemala. Bachelor. Received on September 6, 2017 from the shield of Guatemala.
Received On September 6, 2017, from the Coat of Guatemala Education Republic of GuatemalaScient date November 18, 1871Tenant inscription Laurel CrownLema Libertad September 15, 1821. (edited by Wikidata) Coat of Guatemala (outside the flag) Essence of the Republic of Guatemala Deadline
September 15, 1968Tenant crown LaurelLema Libertad September 15, 1821 Edit data on the Wikidates of the Herb of Guatemala is the emblem and highest insignia of the Republic of Guatemala along with the national flag and has undergone changes even before the establishment of the Republic on
March 21, 1847. It was originally created by the conservative government of General Rafael Carrera and Turcio. Based on the proposal of Bishop Juan Jose de Aycinen and Pinyol and other members of the Aisinen clan who wanted to emphasize conservative influence in Guatemala by keeping Spanish
elements on the flag. After the death of Carrera and the main members of the Aisinen clan between 1860 and Conservative influence waned in Guatemala, and his government was eventually overthrown by a liberal revolution on June 30, 1871, led by Miguel Garcia Granados and Justo Rufino Barrios,
who among his first decrees changed Guatemala's flag and shield to eliminate conservative references. It was created by Presidential Decree No. 33 of 18 November 1871, as President of the Republic, General Miguel Garcia Granados, and consists of Guatemala's national bird, ketzal, a symbol of
freedom; Scroll with the date when Central America became independent from Spain, September 15, 1821; two crossed rifles with bayonets, indicating their readiness to defend Guatemala's interests by force if necessary, if necessary; two crossed swords symbolizing honor; and a laurel wreath
symbolizing the victory and peace of choice over war. It was designed by Juan Bautista Frener. The history of the current Shield was created by Decree No. 33 of November 18, 1871, issued by General Miguel Garcia Granados, according to this decree: the weapon of the republic will be: a shield with two
rifles and two golden swords associated with the bays in a clear celestial field. The center will be covered with parchment, which will contain the following legend in gold letters: Freedom september 15, 1821, will appear at the top of the entzal, as a symbol of the independence and autonomy of the nation .
(required citation) rifles that served as the model of the Remington brand of the time (1871). When the shield appears on the flag of Guatemala, it is called the National Pavilion. The coat of arms of the Republic in design regardless of the flag should be placed in a bright celestial field, because it is the color
that represents the ideal. The meaning of the patriotic symbols depicted in the coat of arms is that the sword symbolizes justice and sovereignty. Laurel branches symbolizing victory. Parchment is the immortality of the date of birth of the motherland, and the ketzal is the highest symbol of freedom
(Congress of the Republic of Guatemala, s.f.). Aztec or Domiese interpretation; oak, symbolizes strength and laurel symbolizes victory. Modern interpretation: the victory and martyrdom of those who gave their lives for the Motherland. The previous flags and shields of the 1823-1838 Shield of the United
Provinces of Central America Guatemala, as part of the United Provinces of Central America, adopted the flag and coat of arms approved by the National Constituent Assembly of Central America, in accordance with Decree No. 29 of August 21, 1823. The flag of the United Provinces of Central America
consisted of three horizontal stripes: blue top and bottom and white, which is in the center. THE ESCUDO AND FLAG OF THE UNITED PROVINCES OF THE CENTER OF AMERICA DECREE NUMBER 29 THE The National Founder of the United Provinces of Central America, was in the order of decree
and decree: Article 2. The shield will be placed in all positions and public positions, replacing the posts used by previous Governments. Article 3. The Great Seal of the Nation, the secretariat of this Assembly, government agents and the courts will carry the same shield. Article 4. The national flag for ports
and for all classes of ships belonging to this new State must consist of three horizontal belts, blue upper and lower, and white, on which the shield is drawn, as outlined in article 1. The gallant belts will be placed perpendicularly in the manner expressed. Foreign states will use the government's envoys to
foreign countries from the same ward. On merchant ships flags and gallantry will not carry a shield, and on the belt of the center will be written in silver letters: GOD, UNION, FREE. Article 5. Flags and banners of military bodies thus alive, as well as provincial militias while it survives, are fixed to the
positions of the early article: Their belts will always be horizontal, in the upper one word: GOD, UNION, FREEDOM, and in the lower class and number of each body. In the infantry both inscriptions will be with gold letters, and in cavalry with silver letters. Article 6. The civil forces must lay down their flags
and banners, as stipulated in Article 70 of the Ten and Eight Act. Article 7. By reporting this decree to the government, you will be accompanied by a national flag and flag designs for the simplest intelligence that is preventable: Contact the Supreme Executive for compliance, and it is printed, published and
distributed. Given in Guatemala on August 21, 1823. Jose Barroundia: Deputy President Mariano Galvez: Deputy Secretary Mariano Cordoba: Deputy Secretary of the Supreme Executive. That's why we pin all its parts to be preserved, executed and fulfilled. The secretary of the firm will understand this,
and he will print, publish and distribute. Guatemala National Palace, October 3, 1823. Antonio Rivera: President Pedro Molina Juan Vicente Villacorta. Citizen Manuel Julian Ibarra. And in the order of the Supreme Executive I insert him V. for his exploration and subsequent purposes: God, Union, Liberty,
National Palace of Guatemala on October 3, 1823. M. Julian Ibarra 1825-1843 The coat of arms of Guatemala from 1825 to 1843 on January 20, 1825 Guatemala adopted By Decree No. 30 its own state shield. It was three horizontal stripes, blue upper and lower, and a white central, in the center of which



was a coat of arms, which had above the box, leaning on the ground (which had several trophies and a national flag), full of blue-and-white arrows which has the coat of arms of Honduras), at the top of the circle. At the top of the shield there are two horns of abundance one on each side; inside the circle is
an equilateral triangle, a shield of the United Provinces of Central America. This is his text: DECRETO NUMBER 30 Of January 20, 1825, which denotes the coat of arms of the state of Guatemala Head of State Guatemala Because the Constituent Assembly of the same state decreed the following: the
Constituent Assembly of the State of Guatemala, believing that to distinguish itself from the same state among the other Federal Republic to which it belongs , it is necessary to designate the correct shield of its weapons, placing in it those of the federation in evidence of sincerity that joins him, was in order
to decree and decree: the coat of arms of the state is the same as for the entire Republic of Central America, adopted by the National Constituent Assembly in its decree of August 21, 1823. The peculiarity of the state differs only in that this shield is fixed on a large box, the upper limb of which appears on
the circle, crowning on it blue and white arrows; The bottom of the aljaba is supported by a piece of land containing several trophies; and among them is a flag marked by the colors of the national pavilion. From the rings at the top of the aljaba and leaning on a circular shield hang two horns that shed
abundance; Two palms, which close the circle, go up from below; and the arrow and bow cross the base and triangle, which is in the center of the shield. Around the circle in gold letters reads the State of Guatemala in the Federation of the Center. All with the shape and colors of the design that is
accompanied. The seal of the Governing Assembly, the Council of Representatives, the higher courts and the courts, and the corporations that should use it, will be enshrined in the same design; and the shield itself will be housed in all state institutions and public institutions. It will also be used on the flags
and banners of the state public force regardless of class. Contact the head of state for compliance, and its printing, publication and distribution. Given in the ancient city of Guatemala until 20 January thousand eight hundred and twenty-five. Guatemala, March 2, 1825. Francisco Barrundia Alejandro Diaz
Cowhead During the Federation each state was free to change the coat of arms. From January 20, 1825, the State of Guatemala used it simultaneously with the United Provinces of Central America and continued to use the blue-and-white flag issued on August 21, 1823. The Federation's rota in 1839 the
state of Guatemala continued to use the same flag and shield ruled in January 1825. 1843-1851 The coat of arms of Guatemala from 1843 to 1851 on December 31, 1842, the government proposed to change the coat of arms which have no aesthetic reasons and contain decorative elements that appear
on the shields of other countries. The proposal is subject to a thorough review by a committee appointed by the Ministry of the Interior, which has ruled in favour of what has been requested by the executive branch. On November 14, 1843, the following legislative decree was issued, which created the flag
and shield of the country: DECREE OF THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF GUATEMALA, OF NOVEMBER 14, 1843 MODIFYING THE ESCUDO DE ARMAS BY THE POLITICAL CHANGES VERIFIED IN CENTER AMERICA The Arms of the State Constituent Assembly of the State of
Guatemala, taking into account the government's initiative of December 31, 1842, and he brought exhibitions of december 31, 1842. , August 17 this year to present the need to change the coat of arms of the state, through political changes, by virtue of the dissolution of the federal pact and the
independence of the state of Guatemala. I heard the Steering Committee's opinion. HAS DECREED: St. Only. The weapons of the state will be the ones that Central America has used on the front of its currency, but organized so that the sun and volcanoes are at the center of the shield, the legend of
which will be: Guatemala in Central America. September 15, 1821; holding in a carcaj olive crown. Go to the government for publication and compliance. In the conference room: Guatemala, October 26, 1843. Jose Mariano Rodriguez, Vice President Manuel Santa Cruz, Secretary Mole Ubico, Secretary of
the House of Supreme Government. Guatemala, November 14, 1843. So run. Mariano Rivera Paz Gazette Guatemala No. 134 of December 5, 1843, page 543-544 In the modification of the coat of arms for the first time appears the currency of Guatemala in Central America. September 15, 1821 and the
State of Guatemala in the Federation Center disappears. Until 1851, the blue-and-white flag of the Central American Federation continued to be used when it underwent a complete modification for the first time. 1851-1858 The coat of arms of Guatemala from 1851 to 1858 Years Being President of the
Republic Don Mariano Paredes, On March 14, 1851, the following executive order was issued in La Gaceta de Guatemala No. 39, Tom V, on Friday, the 21st of the same month and year, creating new patriotic symbols: DECREE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE MARCH 14, 1851, SETTING COLORS
THAT THE NATIONAL PABELL SHOULD BE FORMED WITH OTHER PREVENTIONS OF THE DECRETO CASE NUMBER 55 : Since Guatemala was declared an independent and sovereign republic, a special pavilion that distinguishes it from other Powers, as well as other signs that are used and
used everywhere for this purpose, must be adopted; Be in line with feeling the preservation of those flowers that were established before independence, as well as those that were accepted along with the descendants for the event; While everything is thorough, and with the presence of the Decree issued
by the Constituent Assembly establishing the coat of arms, which must be preserved in the way it exists today; According to the DECRETA Advisory Board, national colors will be blue, white, yellow and embodied, arranged in the way that the design that accompanies the decree is manifested. The National
Pavilion should carry the emblem of the Republic in a place indicating the same design the Trade Pavilion should be the same; But if the shield. Gallant will be red in case of war, black to the occasion of white grief in the world, or any other reason for joy. The card will carry the same national colors,
according to the design. Cities and corporations that have their own coat of arms will use it by placing the intended coat of arms of the Republic in place. The decree is published for operational compliance; appropriate orders would be given by the firm's secretariats for precise compliance in the
departments and offices of their unit and would be referred for approval by the representative body at its next meeting. Given in the National Palace of Guatemala in fourteen March thousand eight hundred and fifty-one. Mariano Paredes, Interior Minister Pedro N. Arriaga La Gaceta de Guatemala No 39,
Volume V, Friday, March 21, 1851. President Mariano Paredes publicly assured that, while preserving the yellow and red colors used during the colony, the popular moods were interpreted. Don Lucas Paredes refuted the above, saying that the agreed flag did not harmonize the true aspirations of the new
republic. 1858-1871 Coat of Guatemala from 1858 to 1871 As President General Rafael Carrera the next executive decree was issued, from May 31, 1858, the creation of another national flag and shield: GOVERNMENT DECREE of May 31, 1858, THE DEFINITELY FITTING COAT OF ARMS OF THE
NATION Decree changes the republic's weapons and the placement of flowers in the pavilion. His Excellency Mr. President of the Republic issued the following decree: Don Rafael Carrera, Captain General of the Army; Knight of the Grand Cross of the Pontifical Order of St. Gregory the Great, military
class; Commander Leopold of Belgium; The President of the Republic of Guatemala, etc., in the presence of Article 2 of the Decree of 6 April 1857, must decree and DECREE: Article 1 of the Herb of the Republic will be a herein shield divided by a cross into two barracks; upper in a blue satin field with
vertical silver bars, and the bottom with three volcanoes above the light celestial field. The sun will go to the shield and to each of his two pavilions with national flowers turned around and gathered the ends down, tied on the horns. To the right of the shield will be a branch of oak, and on the left another
laurel. In the white wavy ribbon associated with the pavilions, the golden letter reads the following legend: GUATIMALA REPUBLIC SUB DEI OPTIMO MAXIMUM PROTRECION (Spanish: Republic of Guatemala, under the maximum protection of God). Article 2o Colors of red, yellow, blue and white,
distributed in seven horizontal belts, must be preserved in the pavilion, both ends of blue; White direct; red next and yellow is the one in the center on which the weapon will go. Given in a government palace in Guatemala, thirty-one in May thousands of eight hundred and fifty-eight. Rafael Carrera Mole
Echeverdi - Minister of the Interior For 13 years these emblems reigned, until the victory of the liberal revolution on June 30, 1871 led by Generals Justo Rufino Barrios and Miguel Garcia Granados. The changes presented in patriotic symbols have the Spanish and Catholic influence of the church, however
they were regarded from a heraldic point of view as the best. Decrees on the creation of the flag and shield Decree No. 12 Miguel Garcia Granados, Interim President of the Republic of Guatemala. While the proven revolution imposes a duty to adopt a new pavilion, which is in better harmony with the
fundamental laws establishing the absolute independence of the Republic. That this requirement will be fulfilled by restoring the flowers established in the Decree of the National Constituent Assembly of August 21, 1823; DECRETA: Article 1 National colors should be blue and white, located in three
vertical belts, leaving white in the center. Article 2 of the National Pavilion must carry on the white belt of the Herb republic. Article 3 of the Trade Pavilion should be the same, but without a shield. Article 4 of Cukarda should be in the same national colours as in the same form. Given at the Palace of
Government in Guatemala, until August 10, a thousand eight hundred and seventy-one. Miguel Garcia Granados. The Minister for Foreign Affairs in charge of the Ministry of the Interior, Felipe Galvez. Three months later, on 18 November of the same year, the same Government approved Decree No. 33
adopted by the current National Shield: Decree No. 33 of the Republic's Coat of Arms must conform to the political principles proclaimed by the nation; in the use of the faculties that I am endowed with, DECRETO: A unique article.- Weapon of the Republic will be: a shield with two rifles and two swords
connected to two branches of the bay, in each light celestial field. The center will be covered with parchment, which will contain the following legend in gold letters: Freedom September 15, 1821; appear at the top as a symbol of the country's independence and autonomy. Considering in Guatemala, on the
eighteenth of November thousands of eight hundred and seventy-one. Minister of the Interior (f) FRANCISCO ALBOURES. (f) MIGUEL GARCIA GRANADOS. The decree regulating the flag and shield on 12 September 1968, as President of the Republic of Don Julio Cesar Mendes of Montenegro, was
issued the following Gubernatorial Agreement: PALACIO NACIONAL Guatemala September 12, 1968 CONSTITUTIONAL PRESIDENT REPUBLIC, CONSIDERING: This is decrees No. 12 and 33 of August 10 and November 18, 1871, dictated by the then President of Guatemala, General Miguel
Garados, The flag and the coat of arms of the Republic were installed accordingly, SOSSYT: The lack of proper regulation in such important matters gave rise to such patriotic symbols, which were presented capriciously and arbitrarily, both in terms of the nuances of their colours and in terms of the design
of the coat of arms of the Republic of Question: This Government agreement of November 30, 1967 appointed a commission with the order that it conducted appropriate research to properly apply the aforementioned laws. who, after the resurable work, gave an opinion by presenting the relevant draft:
SOD: In the use of the powers vested in it by Article 4 of Article 189 of the Constitution of the Republic. In the Council of Ministers AGREES: Article 1. The flag of Guatemala is the highest mark of the difference of the Fatherland. It carries the emblem of the Republic in its centre in accordance with the
provisions of decrees Nos. 12 and 33 of August 10 and November 18, 1871. Article 2. The flag does not have any additional legends or inscriptions, except in specific cases under military rules. Article 3. The colors of the flag will be blue and white, located in three vertical stripes of the same width: two blue
ends and one white in the middle. The white stripe carries in the center the coat of arms of the Republic, in the size proportional to the coat of arms of Insigne Patria; The merchant flag will be the same, but without a shield. The blue color, expressing fairness and loyalty, corresponds to the blue sky of
Guatemala, and in the nomenclature of international use is designated as ISCC-NBC 177, or VM 1.6 PB 5.9/9.4. The white color, symbolizing purity and integrity, is equivalent to ISCC-NBS 263, or VM 2.5 PB 9.5/0.2. Article 4. The shape of the flag is a rectangle with proportional dimensions, vertical and
horizontal, from 5 to 8 respectively. The 5-8 ratio complies with the golden rule of aesthetic ratio. ARTICLE 5 ESCUDO. The coat of arms of the Republic, designed independently of the flag, must go in a clear celestial field in accordance with the Decree on its creation. This color, representing the ideal, is
equivalent to ISCC-NBS 184, or VM 1.5 PB 8.3/3.3. 6. Remington rifles of the time (1871) are depicted with a triangular bayonet project, profile, with the guard face down, and intersected at right angles in the center of the shield. Article 7. Swords, a symbol of justice and sovereignty, unselected and in gold,
intersect at right angles to rifles. Article 8. The branches of the bay, the symbol of victory, which bind the weapon, are presented naturally with fruits, crossed at the bottom and untethered. The lower leaves of the branches are connected to the grip of swords, followed with rifle butts and the latter, at the top
end, with bayonets. Article 9. The scroll, the legend of which makes the immortal date of birth of the Fatherland, unfolds in the center of the shield, on the cross of rifles; It has a turn and a half to the front of the top and turn half to the back at the bottom, leaning on the blades of the swords. In the center of
the parchment, the next legend appears in gold letters, capital letters, in four lines like this: in the first FREEDOM, in the second 15 DE, in the third SEPTEMBER, and in the fourth 1821. Article 10. At the top of the parchment poses Ketzal, the supreme symbol of freedom. He is depicted with his right hand,
in his colors. Longer tail feathers pass through the branches of the corresponding side and slightly exceed the lower leaves of the laurel. GENERAL ARTICLE 11. The flag of Guatemala, on the highest coat of arms of the Fatherland, does not welcome or honor. Article 12. With regard to the use of national
badges, the Rules of Military Service in Peacetime (the Government Agreement of 29 April 1935, as amended on 8 April 1960) and the Infantry Private Training Ordinance (Government Agreement of 23 January 1957), as well as other government provisions relating to the matter, on the understanding
that they should be adapted to the rules of procedure. Article 13. Any person, individual or legal person who devotes himself to the development of national flags and shields, in each case asks the General Directorate of Culture and Fine Arts to approve the relevant models so that such badges comply with
the provisions of this Agreement. The aforementioned unit must carry out an appropriate check before the badges are available to the public. Article 14. The nomenclature used in this regulation is consistent with the International Society of Color Council (ISCC), in conjunction with the United States
National Bureau of Standards (NBS), as well as the Munsel Color Company (VM) International Color Design System. Article 15. Individuals, public or private individuals, companies and institutions of all kinds to date they carry patriotic symbolism so, apart from the colors, sizes and designs described in this
ordinance, they must replace them with those that are relevant to the above articles. Article 16. This replacement does not include symbols and documents that have historical value, or documents that are an integral part of monuments or buildings in general. As for the use of the shield in coins and other
state values, it will be provided by the laws and regulations of this issue. Article 17. The Agreement will come into force on Father's Day on September 15. Contact, MDES MESWOMAN Minister of Education, Minister of the Interior, CARLOS MARTINEAN HECTOR MANSILLA PINTO Minister of National
Defence, Minister of Communications and Public Works, ROLANDO CHICHILLA AGUILAR OSCAR CASTA-EDA FERNANDES Minister of Finance and Public Credit, Minister of Public Health and Social Care, MARIO FUENTES PIRUCHINI Minister of Agriculture, Minister of Economy, FRANCISCO
MONTENEGRO JOS LUIS BOUSCAYROL Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Minister of Labour and Social Security, IN Charge of the Office, JOS' LUIS DE LA ROCA SANTAA SANTA'S GIL ARTURO Provinces of Central America (1823-1825) Coat of Arms of the Federal Republic of Central America
(1825-1842) Coat of the State of Guatemala within the Federation (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-
1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1825-1843) Shield of the State of Guatemala (1843-1851) Coat of Arms of Guatemala (1851-1858) Coat of Arms of Guatemala
(1858-1871) Coat of Guatemala (1871-1968) Coat of Arms of Guatemala (1968-to-present) Notes and references to b Gazette of Guatemala, December 5, 1843, p. 543-544. Gonzalez Davison, 2008, page 4-15 Biography of Juan Bautista Frener (Switzerland 1821-Guatemala 1892) The BibliographicAl
Government of Guatemala (1881). A collection of laws issued by the democratic government of the Republic of Guatemala, from June 3, 1871 to June 30, 1881 I. Guatemala: El Progreso. External links to Cat Guatemala. Today in the history of Guatemala. Guatemala. November 18, 2016. Received on
November 18, 2016. Data: No207526 Multimedia: The arms of Guatemala are sourced from 22020MM XX April June sem L M M J V S D 18th 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 19th 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2 11-1 e 12 13 14 15 16 17 21a 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 22a 25 26 x 27 27 28 2 9 30 31 Every dayMore calendars May 31 -
the 151st (one hundred and fifty-first) day of the year according to the Gregorian calendar and the 152nd in the leap years. There are 214 days left until the end of the year. Events 1560: In the present province of Tucuman (northwest Argentina), Spanish soldier Diego de Villarroel populates for the third
time a place that straights call Ibatin ('ribera river that descends from the rave) and the christening village of San Miguel de Tucuman. In 1550, Juan Nunez del Prado founded it under the name Barco I, and in 1557 the soldier Juan Perez de Solita remake it under the name Of Caniete. 1611: In Spain, King
Felipe III publishes a new Royal Order for the remaining Moors in Granada to leave the country immediately. 1793: Arrest of Girondian deputies begins in France. 1806: Near Buenos Aires (Argentina) created the priest of San Jose de Flores. 1852: The San Nicolas de los Arroyos (Argentina) treaty of San
Nicolas was signed to form a prototype of the 1853 National Constitution. 1885: In Spain, Jose zorilla takes over as the L President of the Royal Spanish Academy with the discourse Of Autobiography and Poetic Self-Portrait. 1889: In Pennsylvania(United States), two days of heavy rains break the South
Fork Dam, 23 km from Johnstown. No security measures were taken because of the above false positives, and 2,209 people were killed. Millionaires from the South Fork Lake Hunting and Fishing Club - the owners of the dam - were not to pay any compensation to the survivors. Billionaire Andrew
Carnegie (1835-1919) - one of the owners - donated the Motu proprio Library to the people. 1901: Bechstein Hall opens on Wigmore Street in London, with a concert performed by the virtuoso Italian pianist and composer Ferruccio Busoni and the violist Eugenie Isa. 1906: Miners strike in the village of
Cananea, Mexico. This decision was taken at the Congress of Child Protection, which was held in Vienna, Austria. 1906: In Madrid (Spain) King Alfonso XIII marries Victoria Eugenie Battenberg. On the way out of the ceremony they suffered from an attack from which they came unscathed. 1910: South
Africa became independent of the British Empire. 1911: Titanic launched in Belfast, Northern Ireland. 1911: In the port of Veracruz (Mexico) Porfirio Diaz departs on the German steamer Ypiranga on his way to exile in Europe. 1912: The White Star Line shipping company approves and certifies the original
list of passengers of the Titanic, the only one currently preserved. 1914: The first match of women's football is played on Spanish soil, between the teams Giralda and Montserrat 1918: The Battle of Scra di Legen, which began three days earlier and took place on the Greek front during World War I,
between Greek-French troops and Bulgarian troops, ends. The battle ended with the defeat of the Bulgarians. 1921: A series of racial unrest erupted in Tulsa, Oklahoma, in which white American groups attacked the African-American community. 1928: The Nicaraguan Language Academy was established
in Managua, Nicaragua. 1933: Cabildo de Buenos Aires was declared a national monument of Argentina. 1935: In Hollywood, California, Twentieth Century Pictures and Fox Film Corporation, forming the famous 20th Century Fox. 1938: 20 km north of Barcelona, as part of the Spanish Civil War, an Italian
fascist plane in support of Spanish soldier Francisco Franco bombed the civilian population of the city of Granollers with 60 bombs 100 kg, leaving 224 dead (mostly children) and 161 wounded. 1958: At Bikini Atoll (Marshall Islands, central Pacific) the United States detonates its 92-kiloton Sycamore
atomic bomb. This hiss (bomb failed) as 5000 kilotons was predicted. This is the 133rd bomb of 1132 that the United States detonated between 1945 and 1992. 1958: In the area of central Francisco (Las Tunas province), brac forces (Bureau for the suppression of communist operation) of the Batistan
dictatorship detain El'as Leon, the local leader of the PSP (People's Socialist Party). 1970: In Peru, isimo ravages northern Ankasha and causes flooding in Jungai and Uraraz. Some 66,800 people were among the dead and missing. See the 1970s Ancash earthquake. 1970: The 9th FIFA World Cup
kicked off in Mexico. 1975: The Constitution of the European Space Agency (ESA) was signed. 1980: CNN is based in Atlanta, United States. 1986: In the Basque Country, in the situation of all time, the television ETB 2, the second channel euskal Irrati Telebista, opens in Spanish. 1989: Eight drag
queens were killed at a bar in Tarapoto, Peru. A few days later, they claimed that homosexuals were social disasters used to corrupt young people. 1989: In Colombia, atletico Nacional's football team prevails in the copa Libertadores final at the Olympia de Paraguay club, with a score of 5-4 on penalties,
losing in the first leg 2-0 and returning 0-2 on the return. 1991: Governor Miguel Borge Martin founded the University of quintana-Roo in Chetumal, Mexico. 1993: In Guatemala City, Jorge Serrano Elias resigns as president. 2002: World Cup begins in Korea and Japan. 2004: In Jaguaron, Paraguay,
Felicita Estigarribia was ill-treated, murdered and tortured in Barrio Santa Librada of the same city. 2005: Miss Universe 2005 is held in Thailand, where Canadian Natalie Glebova wins the title. 2005: In the United States, it is revealed that The Deep Throat Spy is W. Mark Felt, FBI number two in Nixon's
time. 2009: BM Ciudad Real wins its third Champions League against THW Kiel 27-33, losing the first leg of the final 39-34. 2010: In the Mediterranean, the Israeli army attacks several ships heading towards Gaza with humanitarian aid, claiming to have weapons. 2011: In Argentina, the first Metrobus line
opens in the autonomous city of Buenos Aires, on Avenida Juan B. 2011: In Spain, the player Rosarino Lionel Messi for the third year in a row receives the trophy Di Stefano for the best player in the Spanish league. Born in 1243: James II, King of Mallorca (d. 1311). 1443: Margaret Beaufort, English
aristocrat (d. 1509). 1469: Manuel I, Lucky one, Portuguese aristocrat, king between 1495 and 1521 (d. 1521). 1535: Alessandro Allori, Italian painter (d. 1607). 1557: Theodore I, Russian tsar (d. 1598). 1597: Jean-Louis Guez de Balzac, French writer (d. 1654). 1612: Margaret Medici, Italian aristocrat (d.
1679). 1640: Michael Korybut Wisniowiecki, aristocrat and Polish king (d. 1673). 1656: Marin Marais, French composer and violagambist (d. 1728). 1664: Julio Alberoni, Spanish politician and church, counselor to King Felipe V (d. 1752). 1683: Jean-Pierre Christin, French physicist (d. 1755). 1732:
Hieronymus von Colloredo, Austrian aristocrat (d. 1812). 1744: Richard Lovell Edgeworth, British writer and inventor (d. 1817). 1750: Karl August von Hardenberg, German politician (d. 1822). 1754: Andrea Appiani, Italian painter (d. 1817). 1755: Georg Wolfgang Franz Panzer, German physician and
botanist (d. 1824). 1773: Ludwig Tieck, German writer (d. 1853). 1774: Julian Sanchez, Spanish guerrilla and military (d. 1832). 1780: Karl von Clausewitz, German military and strata (d. 1831). 1793: Charles Blacker Vignoles, British railway engineer (d. 1875). 1817: Georg Herwegh, German sings and
revolutionary (d. 1875). 1819: Walt Whitman, American sings (d. 1892). 1835: Hijikata Toshiz, Japanese soldier, second-in-command Shinsengumi (d. 1869). 1835: Jules Shereet, French painter (d. 1932). 1851: Isaac Peral, Spanish sailor, inventor of the submarine (d. 1895). 1852: Perito Moreno
(Francisco Pascasio Moreno), Argentine scientist, naturalist and explorer (d. 1919). 1857: Pius XI, Italian Catholic pope between 1922 and 1939 (d. 1939). 1858: Graham Wallas, British socialist (d. 1932). 1860: Walter Richard Sickert, British artist (d. 1942). 1862: Mikhail Nesterov, Russian painter (d.
1942). 1863: Francis Younghusband, British explorer (d. 1942). 1872: Abbot Charles Greeley, American astronomer (d. 1973). 1877: Gabriel Renaudot, French astronomer (d. 1962) 1881: Fernando Villal'n, Spanish writer and sings (d. 1930). 1883: Lauri Christian Relander, Finnish politician and president
(d. 1942). 1887: Saint-John Perse (Marie-Rene-Alexis Saint-Leger Leger), French singer, Nobel Prize in literature in 1960 (d. 1975). 1892: Gregor Strasser, German politician (d. 1934). 1898: List of Germ'n Arzubide, Mexican sings and revolutionary (d. 1998). 1898: Norman Vincent Peale, American
psychologist and writer (d. 1993). 1899: Madge Blake, American actress (d. 1969). 1902: John Russell, American basketball player and coach (d. 1973). 1905: Blanca Luz Brum, Uruguayan sings (d. 1985). 1908: Don Ameche, American actor and theatre (d. 1993). 1908: Nils Poppe, Swedish actor (d.
2000). 1910: Luis Rosales, Rosales, Spanish (d. 1992). 1911: Maurice Allais, French economics and engineer, Prize in economic sciences in memory of Alfred Nobel in 1988 (d. 2010). 1912: Alfred Deller, British countertenor (d. 1979). 1912: Martin Schwarzschild, German astronomer (d. 1997). 1917:
William S. Knowles, American chemist, Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2001 (d. 2012). 1917: Jean Rouch, French filmmaker (d. 2004). 1921: Alida Valli, Italian actress (d. 2006). 1922: Denholm Elliott, British actor (d. 1992). 1923: Raniero III, aristocrat Monegasque (d. 2005). 1924: Achilles Lanza, Uruguayan
politician and physician (d. 1985). 1925: Francesc Candel, Spanish writer and journalist (d. 2007). 1925: Joan Bosch Palau, Spanish film director (d. 2015). 1929: Jorge Ricardo Masetti (Second Commander), Argentine Guerrilla and Journalist (d. 1964). 1929: Oktay Sulfukarov, Azerbaijani composer (d.
2016). 1930: Clint Eastwood, American actor and filmmaker. 1930: Juan Genov's, Spanish painter. (d. 2020) 1930: Elaine Stewart, American actress and presenter (d. 2011). 1931: Juan Carlos Copes, Argentine tango dancer. 1931: John Robert Schrieffer, American physicist, Nobel Prize in Physics in
1972 (d. 2019). 1931: Shirley Verrett, American lyrical singer (d. 2010). 1932: Jay Miner, American inventor, chip designer (d. 1994). 1934: Pablo Castellano, Spanish lawyer and politician. 1934: Jim Hutton, American actor (d. 1979). 1935: Jim Bolger, Prime Minister of New York. 1935: Maria Galiana,
Spanish actress. 1936: Macrino Suarez, Spanish politician (d. 2012). 1938: John Prescott, British politician. 1940: Alfonso Guerra Gonzalez, Spanish politician. 1941: Louis J. Ignarro, American pharmacist. 1941: William Nordhaus, American economist. 1943: Joe Namath, American football player. 1943:
Ramon Montesinos, Spanish footballer who plays as a midfielder (d. 2010). 1945: Pepe Eliashev, Argentine journalist and writer (d. 2014). 1945: Rainer Werner Fassbinder, German filmmaker (d. 1982). 1945: Raul Gomez Jattin, Colombian sings (d. 1997). 1945: Laurent Gbagbo, President of Ivory Coast.
1948: John Bonzo Bonham, British drummer, led band Led Tseppelin (d. 1980). 1948: Zero, British musician (d. 1991). 1948: Paulinho da Costa, Brazilian percussionist. 1948: Svetlana Alexievich, Belarusian writer. 1949: Tom Berenger (Thomas Michael Moore), American actor. 1950: Jose Ramon Rak
Matinero, Spanish photographer and historian. 1952: Karl Bartos, German musician, Kraftwerk group. 1954: Nestor Gurini, Argentine racing driver (d. 2018). 1955: Odon Elorza, Spanish politician. 1955: Tommy Emmanuel, Australian guitarist. 1955: Naomi Munakata, Brazilian conductor (d. 2020). 1958:
Roma Maffia, American actress. 1959: Andrea de Cesaris, Italian Formula One driver (d. 2014). 1961: Lea Thompson, American actress. 1962: Corey Hart, Canadian singer. 1962: Victoria Mexican actress. 1963: Laudelino Cubino, Spanish cyclist. Cyclist. Viktor Orban, Hungarian politician, current Prime
Minister of Hungary. 1964: Jose Angel Arsega Aperte, Spanish basketball player. 1964: Scotti Hill, American guitarist, Skid Row group. 1964: Billy Davies, Scottish footballer and coach. 1965: Brooke Shields, American actress. 1967: Sandrine Bonnaire, French actress. 1967: Kenny Lofton, American
baseball player. 1968: John Connolly, Irish novelist. 1969: Imre Cssz, Hungarian yudoca. 1970: Mariana Barai, Argentine singer, percussionist and composer. 1971: Claudia Motta, Mexican voice actress (voiced by Applejack in My Little Pony: Friendship Magic in Latin). 1971: Diana Damrau, German
soprano. 1972: Pilar Montenegro, Mexican actress and singer. 1972: Takashi Yamahashi, Japanese footballer. 1972: Atsuhiko Mori, Japanese footballer. 1973: Rodrigo Cortez, Spanish film director. 1974: Turkish singer Kenan Dulu. 1975: Sienna Guillory, British actress. 1975: Oscar de Paula, Spanish
footballer and coach. 1975: Antonin Kinsk, Czech footballer. 1976: Colin Farrell, Irish actor. 1976: Tonka Tomicic, Chilean TV cheerleader. 1976: Matt Harpring, American basketball player. 1978: Juaninacka, Spanish rapper 1978: Eric Moussambani, Gu'neo swimmer. 1979: Jean-Fran'ois Gillet, Belgian
footballer. 1979: Ronald Alegrias, Colombian footballer. 1980: Andrew Hurley, American drummer for Fall Out Boy. 1981: Daniele Boehner, Italian footballer. 1981: Marlies Schild, Austrian skier. 1982: Tony Dize, Puerto Rican singer. 1982: Jonathan Tucker, American actor. 1983: Edno Cunha, Brazilian
footballer. 1983: Antonio Amaya Carazo, Spanish footballer. 1983: Patrick Richard McCarthy, Irish footballer. 1984: Andrew Bailey, American baseball player. 1984: Mario Lisson, Venezuelan baseball player. 1984: Nate Robinson, American basketball player. 1984: Yael Grobglas, Israeli actress and
model. 1986: Sopho Khalvashi, Georgian singer. 1986: Robert Gesink, Dutch cyclist. 1986: Edson Ratinho, Brazilian footballer. 1986: Gabriel zakuani, Congolese footballer. 1986: Kazuma Icarino, Japanese footballer. 1987: Alberto Antonio de Paula, Brazilian footballer. 1988: Ivan Benitez, Spanish
footballer. 1989: Pablo Albor'n, Spanish singer. 1989: Daul Kim, South Korean model (d. 2009). 1989: Marco Reus, German footballer. 1989: Daniel Wass, Danish footballer. 1989: Bas Dost, Dutch footballer. 1989: Mateus Humberto Maximiano, Brazilian footballer. 1989: Victor Merey, Israeli footballer.
1989: Sean Johnson, American football player. 1989: Serbian footballer Nemanja Milunovic. 1990: Jin Hanato, Japanese footballer. 1990: Giuliano Victor de Paula, Brazilian footballer. 1991: Azealia Banks, American rapper and songwriter. 1992: Ataru Esaka, Japanese footballer. 1993: Jose Gomez
Campagna, Spanish footballer. 1993: Naoya Fuji, Japanese footballer. 1994: Gueorgui Bushch'n, Ukrainian footballer. 1995: Alejandro Speitzer, Mexican 1995: Koki Anzai, Anzai, Japanese. 1995: Norimasa Atsukawa, Japanese footballer. 1995: Brooke Wylde, American pornographic actress. 1996:
Normani Korday, American singer, fifth Harmony. 1996: Joaquin Fernandez Moreno, Spanish footballer. 1996: Simone Scuffet, Italian footballer. 1997: Victor Campuzano, Spanish footballer. 1997: Portuguese tennis player Is Murta. 1998: Reza Shekari, Iranian footballer. 1999: Michal Sadelek, Czech
footballer. 2000: Riku Danzaki, Japanese footballer. 2001: Polish tennis player Iga Svistek. Deaths 1410: Martin the man, Aragonese King (b. 1356). 1417: William II of Bavaria, German aristocrat (b. 1365). 1557: Juan Martinez Gijarro, Spanish Cardinal and Mathematician (n. 1477). 1574: Charles IX,
French king (b. 1550). 1586: Antonio Agustian, Spanish church (born 1517). 1594: Tintoretto (Jacopo Comin), Venetian painter (born 1518). 1740: Frederick William I, Prussian king (b. 1688). 1809: Joseph Haydn, Austrian composer (b. 1732). 1809: Jean Lannes, French marshal (born 1769). 1832:
Evariste Galois, French mathematician (year 1811). 1835: William Smith, British politician and abolitionist (n. 1756). 1841: George Green, British mathematician (n. 1793). 1875: Elifas Levy (Alphonse Louis Constant), French occultist, writer and magician (b. 1810). 1910: Elizabeth Blackwell, American
doctor, first female doctor in that country (n. 1821). 1929: Anibal Gonzalez Alvarez-Ossorio, Spanish architect (born 1876). 1929: Loreto Chapel Olasagasti, Spanish chef at the court of Alfonso XII (born 1853). 1949: Fernando de los Rios, Spanish politician (b. 1879). 1954: Pedro Luis Gutierrez,
Venezuelan musician and author of Alma Lianera (year 1870). 1957: Carlos Marcucci, Argentine bandoneonist tango (b. 1903). 1962: Eduard Toldr, Spanish musician (born 1895). 1962: Adolf Eichmann, Nazi criminal responsible for the Jewish Holocaust; hanged (n. 1906). 1976: Jacques Monod, French
physician, professor and scientist, Nobel Prize in medicine and physiology in 1965 (n. 1910). 1977: William Castle, American filmmaker (b. 1914). 1978: Joseph Bozsik, Hungarian footballer (born 1925). 1978: Josep Goncalvo, Spanish footballer who played as a midfielder. 1982: Juan Antonio Sunzuregi,
Spanish novelist (born 1900). 1983: Jack Dempsey, American boxer (born 1895). 1986: Leo James Rainwater, American physicist, Nobel Prize in Physics in 1975 (born 1917). 1987: John Abraham (director), Indian screenwriter and film director (born 1937) 1989: Ernst Friedheim, American physician (born
1899). 1992: Ioso Expisito, Spanish musician and vocalist of the band Eskorbuto (born 1960). 1993: Satoshi Miyazaki, Japanese karate master (born 1938). 1995: Emilio Garcia Gomez, Spanish Arabist, Director of the Royal Academy of History (n. 1905). 1996: Timothy Leary, American psychologist and
writer (born 1920). Fernando Salmer'n, Mexican philosopher (b. 1925). 1999: Jean Sarazen, American golfer (born 1902). 2000: Tito Puente, American composer and percussionist (born 1923). 2006: Miguel Ortiz Ortiz Spanish sculptor (born 1933). 2007: Jorge Boudon, Chilean actor (b. 1921). 2008: Nelly
Benitez, Argentine actress and comedian (born 1920). 2009: Millvina Dean, British Secretary, the last survivor of the Titanic shipwreck (b. 1912). 2010: Louise Bourgeois, French sculptor (born 1911). 2010: Ruben Juarez, tango singer-songwriter and Argentine bandoneonist (e.g. 1947). 2011: Gilberto
Alemon (80 years), Spanish journalist and writer (born 1931). 2011: Pauline Betz, American tennis player (born 1919). 2013: Gene Stapleton, American actress (born 1923). 2014: Martha Heyer, American actress (born 1924). 2016: Mohamed Abdelaziz, Saharawi politician (b. 1947). 2016: Antonio Imbert
Barrera, Dominican national hero (born 1920). 2018: Joseto Mateo, Dominican singer (year 1920). 2019: Rocky Erickson, American singer-songwriter, founder of the psychedelic rock band 13th Floor Elevators and pioneer of this genre (b. 1947). 2020: Jordi Garcia-Soler, Spanish journalist (born 1947).
2020: Danny Havoc, American professional wrestler (born 1986). 2020: Christo Vladimirov Javacheff, Bulgarian-American artist (born 1935). 2020: Roger Decock, Belgian cyclist (born 1927). WHO Celebration: World No Tobacco Day. Mathematics Day, in recognition of all the people who are dedicated to
the study of this science. The date was chosen in memory of the death of Avavarist Galois. Guatemala celebrates the day of the political constitution of the Argentine Republic: National Day of National Day of Tourism Beer Day Guide to Nuclear Energy Day. Celebrating the creation of CNEA Spain Spain:
The Day of Castilla La Mancha Peru: A Day of Solidarity and Reflection on Natural Disasters. Established by the National Civil Defence Institute of Peru in memory of the 1970 Ankasha earthquake, in memory of its victims and to raise awareness of the responsible response to natural disasters in the
country. Catholic Holy Visit to Our Lady in St. Elizabeth of St. Felix Nicosia San Hermias de Comanas San Noe Mawaggali Santa Petronil Rome San Silvio de Toulouse Happy Baptist Varano Happy Blessed Blessed Roccaxale Blessed Nicolas Barre See also May 30. June 1. Anniversary calendar. Links
to Efemerides de Junio, published on the Universo Joven Cubava website (Cuba). External wikimedia Commons links have media related to May 31. Data: No 2591 Multimedia: 31 May News: Category:31 May Extracted from
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